ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG  104  SITE  6549  HOLE  4R  CORE  4
TYPE  SEC  OBSERVER  ON

80  SSS  SSS  5Y R 1/4  5Y R 1/4  104  7/12  104  6/12  5Y R 1/4  5Y R 1/4

Pale mud.

Silty mud grading to greenish tuff.

Silty mud grading upward to homog. mud.

Greyish mud

d. darker patches of mud probable disturbed sapropelic horizon

FM7000 These data are to be processed into a computerized database along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.
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